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Streets of Promise, Streets of Sorrow: Kobayashi
Takiji and the Proletarian Movement

HEATHER BOWEN-STRUYK, Loyola University Chicago, USA

In this article I read the public space and streetscapes of early-Shōwa Tokyo through the lens of

proletarian writers. I use the conceptual tools provided by cultural geographers, in particular the

concept of emotional geography. Activists of the late 1920s co-opted the streets to distribute

leaflets and engage in other forms of agitation. Through their actions they attempted to reinscribe

the meaning of the streets, extending even to the ceremonial plazas laid out to showcase imperial

power. The risks and exhilarations of such activity are vividly recounted in works including

Tokunaga Sunao’s ‘The Sunless Street’, Sata Ineko’s poem ‘Leafleting’, and Kobayashi

Takiji’s posthumously published novella, ‘The Life of a Party Member’. Takiji’s novella details

the dangerous cat-and-mouse game underground activists played as they worked on behalf of the

illegal Communist Party and dodged the surveillance of the secret police.

Proletarian writers and activists experienced 1920s and 1930s Tokyo as an unstable

terrain; no doubt, it was this very quality that energised them. The Japanese proletarian

arts movement developed from anti-war anarchist, socialist and Christian organisations

in the first decade of the twentieth century in Japan to diversely political organisations

highly critical of capitalism in the next decade and a half, to an international, Soviet-

influenced political arts movement with widespread influence in the labour movement

and literature from 1928 until about 1933.1 Based in Tokyo, proletarian-identified

writers and activists utilised new urban spaces (including cafes and plazas), new tools

(including mimeograph machines and flyers), and new modes of being in the city

(including cross-class dressing and urban anonymity) – to engage rising bourgeois

society in order to shape its transformation. This essay addresses the way that

revolutionary commitment changes the experience of navigating Tokyo.

Proletarian as well as some modernist literature of Tokyo presents an urban landscape

divided by class: dark, narrow alleyways lead to slums where wage labour hopelessness is

visibly contrasted with the bright, wide thoroughfares that offer spectres of consumerist

glamour. In his 1929 novella ‘Tokai sōkyokusen’ (Metropolitan Hyperbola) Hayashi

Fusao (1903–1975) described this chiaroscuro effect:

The city is splendid. Leaving nine-tenths of its body in total darkness with no

regrets, the other tenth is garishly decorated. That is why cities are both

dark-as-night and bright. The dark areas are the production areas of the city.

The bright areas are the city’s consumer areas.2

1For the most thorough history of the Japanese proletarian literature movement in English, see Shea,

Leftwing Literature in Japan; for a shorter introduction, see Bowen-Struyk, ‘Proletarian Arts in East Asia’.
2Hayashi, ‘Tokai sōkyokusen’, 4. Translations are mine unless indicated otherwise.
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‘Metropolitan Hyperbola’, although written while Hayashi was still active in the

proletarian movement, is a novella about the way that cities change people, and there is

little of the critical class consciousness of his earlier short stories, such as ‘Ringo’

(Apples), which was about workers aboard a boat who are willing to trade their hard-

earned wages for an exorbitantly priced apple to prevent scurvy.3 Seiji Lippit, in

Topographies of Modernism, analyses several works that are contemporaneous with

‘Metropolitan Hyperbola’, including Yokomitsu Riichi’s Shanghai (1928–1932),

Kawabata Yasunari’s Asakusa Kurenaidan (The Scarlet Gang of Asakusa, 1929–1930),

and Hayashi Fumiko’s Hōrōki (Tales of Wandering, 1928–1930) in terms of exile,

displacement and disintegration – both geographical and interior.4 Like Hayashi Fusao’s

novella, these works evince modern anxieties, with disjointed urban landscapes

representing fragmented interiorities. While Hayashi Fumiko’s (1903–1951) work was

serialised in a journal known for proletarian affiliation, Nyonin geijutsu (Women’s Arts),

Lippit has argued that her work, like the others, uses representations of poverty and its

indignities in the city as metaphors for ‘the fissures of subjectivity’, a trademark of

modernist literature.5

Within proletarian literature, by contrast, there is an emphasis on recognising the

dignity of those who lived in row houses along streets ‘where the sun does not shine’6 or

worked in bitterly cold factories where the only sunshine was reflected from an

advertisement outside the window7 – rather than simply using them as fixtures in a

landscape. Miriam Silverberg has also investigated the transformations of modernisation

and modernity by offering a fresh interpretation of the era’s sensational culture of ‘ero-

guro-nansensu’ (erotic-grotesque-nonsense), providing a ‘thick description’ of the

pleasures, pastimes, fears and aspirations of ordinary working people.8 In other words,

Silverberg explores the attributes which provided them with dignity.

The proletarian movement was based in Tokyo, part and parcel of the transforma-

tions of modernisation and modernity that emerged in the period of rebuilding Tokyo

after the Great Kanto Earthquake (1923) which destroyed so much of it. Silverberg

presents a snapshot of these modern innovations, in the words of Maruyama Masao

(1919–1996): ‘the beginning of radio-broadcasting (1925); the proliferation of baa

(bars), kafuee (cafés), kissaten (tearooms); the rapid growth of street buses and suburban

railways; the beginning of the subway system (1927); the growth of department stores

and modern business offices’ – transformations that Silverberg writes ‘emerged to take

hold of, to recreate, and to create anew cultural practices of the everyday order’.9 Post-

earthquake Tokyo experienced dizzying (re)building that transformed not just the

landscape, but the experience of living.

3An English translation by Jeff Long, ‘Apples’, is forthcoming.
4Kawabata’s and Yokomitsu’s novels are available in full English translations, and Hayashi Fumiko’s

work is available in Ericson, Be a Woman, 121–214.
5Lippit, Topographies of Japanese Modernism, 172. For more on Nyonin geijutsu, see Frederick, Turning

Pages, 137–177.
6See Tokunaga Sunao’s novel, Taiyō no nai machi (The Sunless Street).
7See Sata [Kubokawa] Ineko’s story, ‘Kyarameru kōba kara’ (The Caramel Factory).
8‘Thick description’ is Clifford Geertz’s term from The Interpretation of Cultures, 3–30. Examples of

Silverberg’s ‘thick description’ of working class culture in Tokyo are found throughout her book Erotic

Grotesque Nonsense.
9Maruyama, ‘Patterns of Individuation and the Case of Japan’, 517–22; cited in Silverberg, Erotic

Grotesque Nonsense, 29.
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To say that modern Tokyo was changing is not to say that everyone experienced these

changes in the same way. Geographers Liz Bondi, Joyce Davidson and Mick Smith have

written that ‘emotion has the power to transform the shape of our lives, expanding or

contracting our horizons, creating new fissures or fixtures we never expected to find’.10

The introduction of emotion to geography has been especially fertile in studies

‘concerned to critique a world-view that accepts the ‘‘masculine’’ ideal of an essentially

rational, unchanging, autonomous and emotion-free or emotionally controlled human

subject, who has the ability to fully represent the external world within a universally

applicable, objective and rationally determined symbolic order’.11 Proletarian activists,

by virtue of waging a struggle against capital and its allies, were a priori denied the

privileges of a ‘universally applicable, objective and rationally determined symbolic

order’. They shared the modern spaces of capitalism – the new media such as literary

and general circulation journals and public spaces such as beer halls and trains – but

with trepidation because their activities were not all sanctioned. Proletarian writers and

activists operated with the knowledge that their access to media and public spaces could

be curtailed at any moment. As we will see below in the discussion of some of the works

of proletarian writers, the experience of living with the thrill of organising, or conversely,

with the fear of arrest and torture, shaped their affective experiences of the geography of

the city. It is for this reason that the concept of emotional geography – a perspective

which addresses how the lived experience of space transforms it – can provide insight

into how prewar Tokyo was lived by those who sought an alternative future. We can

discern an alternative emotional geography that emerges from behind what we might call

the ‘occluding effects of [bourgeois] power’.12

In this essay I focus on the streets, starting with the optimistic representation of

streets as a space to rally a potentially revolutionary subject. I then consider the ways

in which the possibilities of streets as a public space had been greatly reduced by the

final years of the proletarian movement. Streets were not the only spaces used by

proletarian activists. Many would have eschewed street organising as less serious than

focused campaigns within factories. However, we see in the use of streets – in the

literary imagination and in practice – an illustrative use of what David Harvey calls

‘the geographical imagination’: one which ‘enables the individual to recognize the

role of space and place in his [sic] own biography, to relate to the spaces he sees

around him, and to recognize how transactions between individuals and between

organisations are affected by the space that separates them’.13

Streets were solid and yet shifting, anonymously populated and yet under

surveillance, egregiously marked by class and yet available to be trespassed. On the

one hand, streets were modern spaces where the unorganised masses could be

spontaneously convened, where leaflets could be handed out, and where May Day

parades could be held as proletarians sought to use them for revolutionary struggle. On

the other hand, the cost of proletarian struggles is revealed most painfully in the way that

the allies of capital (including undercover police) turned the streets into a nightmare

space. In the third section, I explore these themes through looking at the significance of

streets in the life and penultimate work of proletarian literature’s most famous author,

10Bondi, Davidson, and Smith, ‘Introduction: Geography’s ‘‘Emotional Turn’’’, 1.
11Ibid., 7.
12I have adapted this phrase from Smith et al’s discussion of the ‘occluding effects of colonial power’.

Smith, Davidson, Cameron, and Bondi, ‘Introduction: Geography and Emotion’, 14.
13Harvey, Social Justice in the City, 24.
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Kobayashi Takiji (1903–1933). As we will see, city streets take on particular meanings

and affective associations when an activist has to look over his or her shoulder while

navigating streets populated with undercover police officers and company spies ready to

use violence to interfere with campaigns to organise labour.

Streets of Promise

Emotional investment in the waging of protest on the one hand, and on the need to

avoid repression on the other, transformed the static lines that maps so confidently

delineate into complex and contradictory spaces which I refer to as ‘streets of promise’

and ‘streets of sorrow’.14 Tokunaga Sunao’s (1899–1958) well-received 1926 novel

depicting a printers’ strike, Taiyō no nai machi (The Sunless Street), dramatises the

optimistic use of urban streets as venues to create a potentially revolutionary subject.

The novel begins with a city street in chaos as buses, bicycles, cars and trains have all

come to a stop, waiting, it turned out, for Crown Prince Hirohito to pass.

Trains stopped. Automobiles stopped. Bicycles, trucks, vehicles with sidecars

came to a crashing halt, piling one atop another.

‘What’s wrong?’

‘What? What’s going on?’

Through a storm of dust, the yellow October sun shone roughly on the very

plain faces of those in the crowd of people.

The crowd surged forward, pressing one after another like a school of tadpoles

in a puddle.

‘His Royal Passage. The High Administration of the Prince Regent!’15

A crowd is formed as pedestrians wait for the passage of the crown prince. Suddenly,

pure white pamphlets rain down on the crowd, and detectives move in to try to capture

someone. ‘It’s a thief!’ ‘It’s a pickpocket!’ ‘No, it’s a socialist.’ The police find a

pamphlet and pick it up. ‘Dear residents of Koishikawa Ward,’ the pamphlet begins,

‘We appeal to the residents of Tokyo.’ The pamphlet explains the circumstances of the

strike at Daidō Printing Company: how the strike began when 38 employees in the

minting division were laid off; how the unscrupulous tactics of the tyrannical capitalist

Ōkawa were being opposed by 3,000 employees and the 15,000 members of their

families; how the strike impacts the merchants of Koishikawa and neighbouring wards;

how the greed of the capitalists must be denounced; and then the pamphlet ends with an

appeal for assistance from the reader.16

The passage of the Crown Prince creates a crowd; at the moment of the formation of the

crowd, the institutions of the emperor and the police have interpellated the people in the

street as imperial subjects. The strikers then take advantage of the formation of the crowd

14My discussion of streets in the 1920s and 1930s literary imagination and reality differs from discussions

by contemporary sociologist Mōri Yoshitaka, in Sutoriito no shisō (Street Thought), for example, because

my focus is on the way that organised (mostly illegal) political activists navigated the streets in Imperial

Japan, in contrast to his discussion of (mostly legal) popular protests in contemporary Japan. However,

this section, ‘Streets of Promise’, parallels some of Mōri’s optimistic documenting of recent street

protests in Japan.
15Tokunaga, Taiyō no nai machi, 5.
16Ibid., 8–9. There was a concentration of publishing houses in Tokyo’s Koishikawa Ward.
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of imperial subjects to re-interpellate them into a different kind of crowd, a crowd of ‘the

people’ (taish�u) whom they expect to be sympathetic with the strike. In Labor and Imperial

Democracy, Andrew Gordon argues that a crowd gradually comes into consciousness of

itself, as the individuals see themselves as members of a national entity with

responsibilities and rights. Gordon cites the Rice Riots of 1918 as the time when class

consciousness emerged, as the working class and emerging middle class discovered that

they had different interests and different agendas.17 Gordon demonstrates that this

coming into consciousness occurs in public spaces such as plazas (hiroba) built to

showcase imperial power.18 Once created, these public spaces can be co-opted and used

for other purposes such as demonstrations or leafleting. In The Sunless Street, the opening

scene dramatises just such a point as the streets are co-opted by the strikers as a venue to

create a sympathetic audience. The passage of the imperial regent occasions the gathering

of the crowd and enables the strikers to reach their audience.

In Sata Ineko’s (1904–1998) poem ‘Bira maki’ (Leafleting, 1929) we see further

evidence of the use of the streets for political activism. It describes the chill and thrill of

early morning leafleting on the road to the factory as the narrator ‘crouches against the

factory wall’.

I feel like a freshly sharpened knife

Starting time is early

Two hundred women will come pushing through all at once

Let the two hundred leaflets I’ve hidden

Pass into everyone’s hands with a spark

. . .

There is still no sign of the women

On this corner, with the only road to the confectionery factory

Who will stand in the way between me and these women?

Without a sound, the chimneys have begun to pour forth smoke19

Needless to say, roads had not been constructed for the activists’ purposes of

apprehending and addressing a still-sleepy workforce en route to the factory. Both of

these examples demonstrate the way that members of the proletarian movement and

proletarian literature understood streets as spaces where working people could be

transformed into revolutionary subjects by leafleting, no matter whether the crowd had

been formed by an imperial procession or on the routine walk to the factory in the

morning. Streets were more than that to proletarian activists, though, for they were

fraught with the contradictions of modern urban space – both potentially enabling and

potentially repressive.

The Underground

The life and works of Kobayashi Takiji illustrate the use of streets as sites of both

promise and sorrow. This is particularly apparent in his penultimate work,

17Gordon, Labor and Imperial Democracy, 108–109. For more on the Rice Riots, see Lewis, Rioters and

Citizens.
18Gordon, Labor and Imperial Democracy, 26–62.
19Sata Ineko, ‘Bira maki’.
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‘Tōseikatsusha’ (The Life of a Party Member, 1933), which will be discussed in greater

detail in the next section. First, however, it is important to introduce those aspects of

Takiji’s life which were sufficiently well known during the publication of this work and

contributed to how it was read when it was first published.20 Takiji was a talented writer

of fiction and critical essays, an underground activist and member of the then-illegal

Japan Communist Party. At the age of 29, he became a martyr of the proletarian

movement, when he died after arrest and torture by the police. He is best known for his

1929 novella ‘Kani kōsen’ (The Factory Ship) which enjoyed an improbable revival in

2008 with book sales increasing more than a hundredfold, accompanied by four manga

versions, two theatrical adaptations and a full-length feature film in 2009 by blockbuster

director Sabu.21

Takiji was born in Akita Prefecture, but his impoverished family moved to Hokkaido

in 1907, the northern frontier of opportunity for those seeking a new start. His

entrepreneurial uncle financed his education at the Otaru Commercial Higher School

(present-day Otaru University of Commerce) and upon graduation he worked at the

Colonial Bank on the ‘Wall Street’ of Otaru. He was fired in November 1929 when his

novella, ‘Fuzai jinushi’ (The Absentee Landlord),22 appeared in the major general-

circulation monthly Ch�uō kōron, directly implicating his bank in the problem of absentee

landlordism. In May of 1930 (in the worsening climate of the Great Depression), he

moved to Tokyo to work for the proletarian movement, which was still capable of having

legal bureaux for almost two more years before government repression forced the

movement underground.

The term ‘chika’ (underground) was in circulation in Takiji’s time, and it is the same

term used today to refer to, for example, the subway (‘chika-tetsu’, underground

railway). In contrast to the subway, however, this ‘underground’ was not actually under

ground; in fact, it was ‘in’ the same space as those pursuing legal methods (i.e. ones that

were neither Communist nor otherwise in violation of the Public Order Law (Chian

ijihō) of 1925).23 Radicals went underground because it was no longer safe for them to

operate openly. However, the underground was not a place, but an experience:

revolutionaries cut off ties to relatives and other associates who would be traceable; they

met with only a few designated comrades whose personal identities were mostly

unknown; they lived in rented rooms whose address was known to only a few; and they

met, printed and distributed flyers and carried out other movement tasks in the space of

Tokyo, but one that was experienced as ‘the underground’.

After arriving in Tokyo, Takiji was arrested twice and spent five months in prison in

late 1930. In October 1931, he joined the illegal Communist Party. In April 1932,

20It is a customary sign of respect to refer (as here) to Japanese authors by their given name or pen name,

rather than family name.
21‘The Factory Ship’ is available in English translation in ‘The Factory Ship’ and ‘The Absentee Landlord’,

translated by Frank Motofuji (currently out of print), and forthcoming in ‘The Crab Cannery Ship’ and

Other Novels of Struggle, translated by Zeljko Cipris. For more on the revival of ‘Kani kōsen’, including

information about the many versions now in print in Japanese and the increase in scholarship on Takiji in

Japanese, see Field, ‘Commercial Appetite and Human Need’, and Bowen-Struyk, ‘Why a Boom in

Proletarian Literature in Japan?’
22Kobayashi Takiji, ‘Fuzai jinushi’; available in English translation in ‘The Factory Ship’ and ‘The Absentee

Landlord’.
23I prefer to translate Chian ijihō as ‘Public Order Law’ rather than the more common translation ‘Peace

Preservation Law’ because the invocation of ‘‘peace preservation’’ seems overly sympathetic to the

repressive intent of this statute. For a detailed history of the Public Order Law, see Richard Mitchell,

Thought Control in Prewar Japan.
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increased repression made it impossible to maintain the proletarian movement legally,

so he joined with Miyamoto Kenji (1908–2007) and others in the illegal underground

movement.24 ‘The Life of a Party Member’ was written in August 1932, just four

months into his underground commitment.

On 20 February 1933, Kobayashi Takiji was arrested for the last time on a street in

Akasaka 2-chōme.25 When Takiji showed up for a Party meeting at a bar-restaurant in

Akasaka, the man he was supposed to meet, Mifune Tomekichi, was not there. Takiji and

his companion, poet Imamura Tsuneo, realised something was wrong and started running

toward Tameike railway station. Just as Takiji made it to the road leading to the station, the

special higher police from Tsukiji Police Station yelled ‘Thief! Thief!’ and passersby

grabbed at him. The passersby at Takiji’s arrest can be contrasted with those in Tokunaga

Sunao’s novel. In that representation of the crowd in the street, discussed earlier, passersby

are seen as potential allies in the struggle against capital; but here, in the recounting of

Takiji’s final moments in the street, the passersby become allies in the secret police’s

efforts. What was comical in Tokunaga’s novel – ‘It’s a thief!’ ‘It’s a pickpocket!’ ‘No, it’s a

socialist.’ – becomes tragic. The streets of promise had become streets of sorrow.

Imamura escaped, but he returned to fight alongside Takiji. Mifune, it turns out, was

an undercover police officer who had infiltrated the Party the previous year. Takiji and

Imamura were taken to Tsukiji Station, where they were tortured. A little over three

hours later, Takiji had been rendered unconscious. He was transferred to the guard

room, but his condition became critical and a doctor and nurse were called. He died

shortly thereafter, at Maeda Clinic.26

In the immediate context of his death, full information about the gruesome torture

was repressed; photographs of his mutilated body were not circulated until the postwar

period; nor were Takiji’s comrades able to find a doctor who was willing to do a real

autopsy despite taking him to three hospitals. Many who tried to attend the wake in

Mabashi were arrested.27 Despite the repression, news of his arrest and some

information pertaining to his death did circulate, even in mainstream media. The

major daily newspaper Asahi shimbun carried the headline ‘Kobayashi Takiji’s Sudden

Death at Tsukiji Station: Snatched from a Street Meeting’. This article, which appeared

two days after his death, listed the cause of death as a ‘heart attack’ (shinzō mahi), the

cause given on his death certificate.28 Other major publications including the Tōkyō

nichinichi shimbun and Yomiuri shimbun also ran stories proclaiming his ‘sudden’ death.29

Akahata (Red Flag), the organ of the Communist Party, attempted to organise a mass

(taish�u) worker-farmer funeral demonstration for 15 March, the date of the first mass

arrests of communists, labour activists and young intellectuals commemorated in

Takiji’s eponymous story ‘15 March 1928’.30 In the spotlight of media attention and

24Miyamoto Aki, ‘Ryaku nenpu’, 47.
25Akasaka 2-chōme is in central Tokyo, not far from the Diet Building, which decades later would be the

site of the Anpo Treaty protests discussed by Vera Mackie and Peter Eckersall in this volume.
26This is based on the account by Fujita, ‘Gyakusatsu to kōgi’, 37–8.
27Field, Kobayashi Takiji, 240–41. Memoirs by those who experienced the immediate shock of his death

have been collected and published on the website of the Puroretaria bungaku / geijutsu kenky�u renmei

(last updated April 2001) http://www.suiyokai.org/probun/takiji/index.shtml
28Asahi shimbun, 22 February 1933.
29Tokyo nichinichi shimbun, 22 February 1933; Yomiuri shimbun, 22 February 1933.
30Akahata, 15 March 1933.
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activism, Takiji’s death served the dual purpose of frightening activists while also rallying

the committed.

Takiji’s ‘The Life of a Party Member’

It was in this atmosphere of outrage and mourning that his unfinished novella about the

harrowing life of an underground activist was bravely published. The first instalment of

‘The Life of a Party Member’ came out in the April edition of Ch�uō kōron, which would

have begun circulating very soon after his death, and the second instalment was published

in May. The second instalment ends with the words: ‘End of first part.’ The shock was still

reverberating through the community of proletarian activists, sympathisers and beyond.

The story was unprintable under its given title, so the name was changed to ‘Tenkan jidai’

(Times of Change) and published with a good deal obscured by fuseji: ellipses, lines and

crosses used to obscure censored text.31 ‘The Life of a Party Member’ highlights the

insecurity that members of the underground movement faced as they navigated the

streets. The narrator’s constant fear of being apprehended, compounded by the reality of

his comrades having been tortured, is a recurrent theme that makes this unfinished work

feel ominous.32 Takiji was a leading author in the proletarian movement, and it is safe to

say that readers of this novella when it first appeared were likely aware of both his

involvement in the movement and the fact of his premature death.33

‘The Life of a Party Member’ follows a committed but deeply anxious first-person

narrator whose work in the proletarian underground has cost him all ties to the personal

life he once had. The plot follows the narrator as he conducts his underground activities:

going to work at Kurata Manufacturing where he is part of a cell and scoping out sources

of discontent; writing pamphlets and having female factory workers sneak them in; and

lots and lots of meetings. These meetings are the connective tissue of the organisation

and they mostly take place in the street. A particular store or coffee shop could catch the

attention of undercover police on the watch for suspicious-looking people, but crowded

streets offer the relative safety of urban anonymity in addition to multiple escape routes.

‘The Life of a Party Member’ opens with the narrator getting off work at Kurata

Manufacturing. He has just cleaned up in the washroom, and his friend Suyama, also a

member of the cell, invites him to go for a beer.

31According to Kurata Minoru, the uncensored version was passed from Kishi Yamaji (1899–1973) to

Nakano Shigeharu (1902–1979), two author-activists in the proletarian movement, who kept it safe

through the war so it could be published without censorship after the war. Kurata, Kobayashi Takiji-den,

883. For a discussion of censorship in proletarian literature see Bowen-Struyk, ‘Revolutionizing the

Japanese Family’.
32For example, the narrator explains that his close female comrade, Itō, has been repeatedly arrested and

tortured. Kobayashi, ‘Tōseikatsusha’, 177–178.
33As Edward Fowler, Tomi Suzuki and others have demonstrated, the discourse of the shishōsetsu (I-

novel, or autobiographical novel) – with its ideology of authorial transparency in the narrative – was

becoming institutionalised from the mid 1920s to the mid 1930s, overlapping with the decade of

proletarian literature. I-novel discourse privileged narratives that seemed to best represent the truth of the

author’s experience. There are many obvious differences between proletarian and shishōsetsu literary

practices, such as the way that shishōsetsu narratives focus in on a socially isolated narrator while

proletarian narratives focus on socially-embedded characters. Indeed, it has been stated that shishōsetsu

developed in opposition to Marxist literature; Suzuki, Narrating the Self, 55. Nevertheless, it is highly

likely that a practice of reading that privileged the recognisable experience of the author contributed to

the way Takiji’s text was read when it was published and in the 80 years since. For more on shishōsetsu,

see Fowler, The Rhetoric of Confession, 43–70, and Suzuki, Narrating the Self, 48–65.
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When I left the factory, there was Suyama, as always, five or six steps ahead of

me. The exit of the factory was on a narrow street leading to the train: on one

side was the train embankment, and on the other side, shops were squeezed in

a row. At the second electric light pole, the ‘suit’ was standing there, looking

this way. It was that terrible looking-but-acting-like-you’re-not-looking kind of

look. As I fell in and started talking with five or six people coming just behind

me, I kept my left eye on the ‘suit’, on high alert. For what it’s worth, the ‘suit’

seemed rather bored by the routine and acted like he didn’t care. Lately, these

guys were here every day on the lookout at start and finish. Suyama, as if to

[mock the suit] right there, took aloof strides with his legs open wide. Watching

it from where I was, it was funny.

As we merged with the masses on the street by the train, I caught up with

Suyama.34 [square brackets indicate a censored passage in original]

This scene demonstrates one of the recurrent themes in the novella: the way that

activists learned to navigate through the crowds and the streets to avoid detection. The

narrator, for example, avoids being seen with his friend coming out of the factory, and

generally avoids undue attention, which is why it is so funny when his friend acts like a

clown just beyond the policeman, flaunting his anonymity.

Kurata Manufacturing, like the Fujikura Manufacturing near Gotanda upon which it

was based, produced power cables (densen) until the outbreak of war with China in 1931,

when it hired hundreds of temporary workers and began quickly producing gas masks,

parachutes and other equipment for wartime aeroplanes.35 One of the central issues of the

novella revolves around the news that Kurata Manufacturing is set to lay off hundreds of

employees, and the narrator, together with Suyama and female comrade Itō, are

challenged with the task of organising the workers to strike before they are laid off.

In the street, Suyama and the narrator discuss their upcoming meetings, which take

place largely on the streets and form the organisational core of underground activism.

Suyama says that ‘Hige’ (moustache), whose real identity is hidden even from the

narrator, missed his last meeting with Ueda, leading to his concern about whether Hige

has been apprehended.36 Suyama explains that, in preparation for last night’s meeting,

he and Hige had walked the streets between S-river and M-town and A-bridge to find a

suitable spot, and then, uncharacteristically, Hige had decided that, if the streets were

too crowded to meet, they should rendezvous at a coffee shop. Hige is the immediate

superior of both Suyama and the narrator, and the two joke nervously about what will

happen to them if he has been arrested. Meetings have been arranged for tonight: Ueda

is going to try to meet Hige again at 7 o’clock; if the streets are too crowded, then at 7:20

in the coffee shop instead. Implicitly, they hope that Hige might still be free. Suyama is

nervous for Ueda, who might be compromised if Hige was arrested, so he has asked him

to meet at 8:30. The narrator then asks Suyama to meet him at 9 at an agreed location.37

34Kobayashi, ‘Tōseikatsusha’, 143–44. ‘Mock the suit’ is missing in the original; in its place is (10

characters removed). Page numbers refer to the 2003 Shinchōsha edition. This is on page 34 of the April

Ch�uō kōron version.
35Fujita, ‘Gyakusatsu to kōgi’, 30.
36According to Kurata Minoru, ‘Hige’ was based on Kurahara Korehito; Kurata, Kobayashi Takiji-den,

786.
37Kobayashi, ‘Tōseikatsusha’, 144–46.
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The narrator’s 8 o’clock meeting with another comrade, S, takes place on the street, ‘a

backstreet behind the main railroad street where many small factory workshops stand

shoulder to shoulder’. The narrator always does his best to dress to fit in with the people

at the meeting spot, and this time that means he has changed out of his Western-style

clothing and hat and put on a kimono. ‘Dressing to fit in’, ‘this is very important’ and ‘it

is important to avoid suspicion’ have been replaced with crosses or ellipses in the

original, reminding the reader that organising, and moreover writing about it, is

dangerous.38

They walk separately to the next street, then pause one at a time to look in a show

window before turning another corner and then walking next to each other. The

narrator gets feedback on the pamphlets he has been sending to the factory: S says

that they need to be more politically explicit. The narrator later learns that Hige has still

not been seen, and the two reflect on the torture that Hige will probably have to

endure.39

When the narrator returns to his lodging, Ōta is there. Ōta is the only one who knows

where the narrator lives. On the one hand, it makes him frankly anxious to find him

there but, on the other hand, he reflects on the fact that there are so few opportunities to

share intimacy with comrades that it is actually rather nice.40 The interaction reveals the

extreme social isolation demanded of the committed. This small comfort will turn out to

be costly because the next day the narrator learns that Ōta has been apprehended, and

he wonders how long it will take for Ōta to reveal the narrator’s address. Comrades

Suyama and Itō say that he should be fine for three days, but the narrator does not trust

Ōta. Sure enough, when he goes home that night, the light is on in his second floor room

and figures are moving around. The narrator is suddenly homeless.41 The streets have

become hostile, and he has no one who can help him.

In the second instalment of this unfinished novella, the increasingly desperate

narrator imposes upon a female sympathiser named Kasahara to, first, let him live with

her (which costs her a respectable job when she is connected with a ‘red’) and then to

work as a cafe waitress, a job that she considers degrading as it is in the murky margins of

the sex industry. He accuses her of being overly ‘petit-bourgeois’ and points out that he

has sacrificed everything. This plot element reveals the way that revolutionary

commitment was possibly, although not always, refracted by gender: on the one hand,

his female comrade Itō is not asked to play the role of a pretend wife (‘housekeeper’) in

order to provide cover and sustenance for a male revolutionary; on the other hand, it is

clear that Kasahara is asked to do so because she is a woman. The way that the narrator

is apparently incapable of sympathising with her sacrifices – invoking, by comparison,

what he thinks of as his more extreme sacrifices – provoked a firestorm of criticism by

the Kindai bungaku-ha (Modern Japan Literature faction) after the war, followed by an

equally ferocious defence by the Shin Nihon bungaku-ha (New Japanese Literature

faction).42 Regardless of whether we find the narrator’s lack of compassion under-

standable under the circumstances, it reveals the high human costs of underground

38Ibid., 151; in the Ch�uō kōron version, it appears at 39 (April issue).
39Kobayashi, ‘Tōseikatsusha’, 151–53.
40Ibid., 155–56.
41Ibid., 163.
42For a discussion of the dispute, see Shea, Leftwing Literature in Japan, 331–37 and 378–82; and

Koschmann, Revolution and Subjectivity, 69–82. For two discussions sympathetic to the author, see Field,

Kobayashi Takiji, 234–35, and Shimamura, ‘‘‘Toseikatsusha’’-ron josetsu’.
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revolutionary activity, because the activist needed cover and sustenance and took it at

the expense of someone else.

The unfinished novella ‘ends’ with an upbeat sentiment: although the capitalists

successfully fired hundreds of workers without a strike, the organisers – including the

narrator – will spread out and infiltrate more factories and they are thus feeling

optimistic.43 On the one hand, this is a work of fiction, and as critic Shimamura Teru

has argued, there is a narratological distance between the narrator and writer.44 On the

other hand, the work is haunting because the story with the first-person narrator

underground activist who dreaded arrest and torture was authored by a writer who died

after being arrested and tortured.

Memorialisation

There is today no memorial on the street where Takiji was arrested, nor is there a

memorial at the police station where he was tortured. Instead, there are memorial

ceremonies – called Takiji-sai (Takiji Festivals) – throughout Japan, but especially in

places where he lived, thus marking the space of his life rather than his death, on or near

20 February, the day he died. On 20 February 2009, I joined the community who

gathered to remember Takiji at his gravesite in Otaru and again at the evening Takiji-sai

event.45 The graveside memorial is a solemn occasion: on a snowy mountainside in

Otaru, mourners offer a single red carnation – supposedly the flower that was sent to

Takiji’s imprisoned comrades to let them know he had died – to the family grave his

mother purchased with royalties from ‘The Absentee Landlord’.46 The evening Takiji-

sai brings together Takiji scholars, politicians and, not least, a soprano, Murasaki, who

composes original music in memory of Takiji.

A lot has changed in the intervening decades. In 1933, we would have risked

imprisonment and torture had we been brave enough to gather with others and mourn

him. In 1933, no doctor could be found to contradict the official death certificate which

stated ‘heart failure’ as the cause of death, and no news outlet could report the full

details of Takiji’s death. In 2009, the gathering was not only legal, it was reported in

dozens of news outlets as a memorial to Takiji’s brutal murder, which was often referred

to as ‘gyakusatsu’ (slaughter) even in mainstream news. In 2009, the Japanese

Communist Party was not only legal, Party representatives held nine out of 480 seats

in the House of Representatives and seven out of 242 seats in the upper house. After a

postwar low, membership in the JCP was growing at the rate of 1000 members per

month, a trend often connected with the ‘Factory Ship’ boom. In short, while social

discontent is high and membership in the Japanese Communist Party has grown

recently, the Japanese government does not consider this to be threatening.

In addition to the annual Takiji-sai as sites of memorialisation, Takiji’s years in Tokyo

have been commemorated in a Japanese-language guide book, Gaidobukku Kobayashi

Takiji no Tōkyō (Guide Book: Kobayashi Takiji’s Tokyo), a nicely illustrated slim

43Kobayashi, ‘Tōseikatsusha’, 268–9.
44Shimamura, ‘‘‘Toseikatsusha’’-ron josetsu’.
45An account of my trip, including short video documents, is found in Bowen-Struyk, ‘Why a Boom in

Proletarian Literature in Japan?’. For excellent blogs on everything related to Takiji, including the Takiji-

sai, see Satō, ‘Kani kōsen’ Nihonmaru kara’, and Shimamura, Shima kyōju no seikatsu to iken.
46Bowen-Struyk, ‘Why a Boom?’
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volume with ample maps so that readers can retrace his steps, as I did while writing this

essay. Emotional geographers recognise the way that emotional investments change

individuals’ experiences of life in the city, and Tokyo changed for me as I realised that

many of the sites I sought to retrace were just a five-minute walk from a prominent stop

on the central Yamanote line in Tokyo. However, as I have noted, a lot has changed: for

proletarian activists and writers like Takiji, the streets of Tokyo were promising and yet

menacing. The mutability of the streets of Tokyo was a bright side for activists seeking to

evade detection, but the activists also experienced precariousness, especially as the

atmosphere in the early 1930s became increasingly menacing towards those who

imagined a different sort of national polity. Tokyo topography – a favourite theme in

prewar modernist and bourgeois literature – takes on a different contour when we read it

in terms of proletarian literature.
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